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mechanisms of DNA repair, replication, and recombination (the "three R's") in both
prokaryotes and eukaryotes.
The book opens with a 13-page summary of the conference written by Nicholas
Cozzarelli. Cozzarelli's expertise is evident as he discusses many of the exciting
observations and comments upon their significance and possible implications. His
summary is especially useful since it helps condense and organize the morass of new
observations and information which were presented at the conference.
The first section of the book contains summaries of workshop sessions held at the
conference. Each summary is three to seven pages long and is written by the workshop
convenor himself. Although these summaries lack an editorial aspect, they concisely
and clearly convey the essential information from the workshops.
The last six sections of the book each contain 6-12 presentations from the
conference. The six sections are: (1) enzymology of DNA replication, (2) multiprotein
replication systems, (3) origins of DNA replication, (4) genetics of DNA replication,
(5) mechanisms of general recombination, and (6) transposition and site-specific
recombination. As mentioned previously, both eukaryotic and prokaryotic systems are
covered, although the majority of the presented work dealt with prokaryotic systems.
In particular, the presentations describing the application of physical chemical
techniques to thestudyofDNA replication and repairareespecially interesting. These
presentations describe the use ofnuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, ultraviolet
laser cross-linking, and X-ray crystallography to study prokaryotic replication com-
plexes. The addition of physical chemists to the ranks of biochemists and geneticists
studying the "three R's" is an exciting and promising development in this field.
The main problem with this book is that much ofits contents is no longer current, as
research progresses at a very rapid pace in this field. The one-year delay between the
conference presentations and theirpublication greatlydiminishes the book's usefulness
as a current review, although it would still be ofgreat value as reference material.
In summary, DNA Replication and Recombination is a large, comprehensive
collection offairly recent research in DNA replication, recombination, and repair, and
would be a valuable addition to the library ofanyone working in these fields.
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MOLECULAR APPROACHES TO DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY. Edited by Richard A. Firtel
and Eric H. Davidson. New York, Alan R. Liss, Inc., 1987. 695 pp. $126.00.
Molecular Approaches to Developmental Biology presents the proceedings of the
Dupont-Genentech UCLA Symposium, held at Keystone, Colorado, from March 30
through April 6, 1986. Theeditors, Richard Firtel and Eric Davidson, havecompiled a
set of papers, given at the meeting, which represent a cross-section of the exploding
field of developmental biology. These papers all involve molecular and/or genetic
approaches to areas which range from gene expression during embryogenesis to the
molecular analysis ofhomeotic genes, to plant development.
The papers in this volume are divided into eight categories. The first two are
"Oogenesis and Maturation" and "Cytoplasmic Localization." Both contain well-
written and informative chapters. One interesting paper discusses the crucial role that
polarity plays in the development ofthe Drosophila oocyte and embryo. The papers inBOOK REVIEWS
these chapters, like all the papers in this book, are short and easy to read; the emphasis
is on results and conclusions, as opposed to methods, an approach expected when
papers are presented at a scientific meeting. In addition, all the papers are well-
referenced, should further reading be desired.
The third section deals with the "Molecular Analysis of Homeotic Genes," an
exciting topic. Walter Gehring begins with a short and informative review of the
homeobox genes. Most of the work in this area concerns the homeobox genes in
Drosophila, where these genes were first characterized. Frank Ruddle and co-workers
offer an excellent paper dealing with the murine homeobox genes. Not much is known
about the function of these genes in mice, but the results of Ruddle et al. suggest a
functional relationship with the Drosophila homeobox genes.
The next three sections, "Gene Expression in Embryogenesis," "Molecular Biology
of Cellular Differentiation in Lower Eukaryotes," and "Molecular Biology of Plant
Development," are interesting and well worth reading. The section on plant develop-
ment contains only two chapters. Not being familiar with sunflower development, I
found the chapter discussing the expression of embryo-specific sunflower genes
enjoyable reading.
The seventh section, "Gene Expression in Differentiating Cells ofthe Hematopoietic
System," is by far the most exciting of all. It contains work presented by such
well-known scientists as Leroy Hood, Tom Maniatis, and David Baltimore. Leroy
Hood presents a briefbut excellent review ofT-lymphocyte development; however, like
the other reviews in the book, this chapter contains much information in little space. As
is generally true for this volume, the reviews are intended for a sophisticated and
scientifically informed audience. To study the regulation of globin expression, Tom
Maniatis discusses the use of heterokaryons, which provide an excellent tool for
assaying for trans-acting factors in erythroid cells. Of clinical interest is a paper, by
S. Perrine et al., which examines the expression of fetal globin genes in infants of
diabetic mothers.
It is appropriate that the last section deals with the "Regulation of Gene Expression
During Later Development." Of the broadest interest is a paper by Jaenisch and
Soriano regarding insertional mutagenesis in mice; their results suggest that recombi-
nant DNA introduced into transgenic mice may result in extensive gene rearrange-
ments and second site mutations. Another important paper is "The Regulation of
Actin and Mysoin Genes During Myogenesis in the Mouse," which reviews the field
well and is easy to read. Its authors also address clinical concerns; for example, during
conditions of cardiac overload, the adult rat heart accumulates skeletal actin mRNA
as well as cardiac actin mRNA.
Overall, this is an informative text suitable for all scientists engaged in the study of
developmental biology. Since these works represent papers presented at a conference,
they are all brief and to the point. This quality makes them quite readable, especially
for those who wish only to gain exposure to a particular area of developmental
biology.
Molecular biology provides a highly useful tool for studying development. Physi-
cians and scientists alike should understand how that tool works. For those who are
unfamiliar with molecular techniques, acquisition of such a background would be a
prerequisite for understanding the papers published here.
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